
ABSTRACT
In recent decade, there has been an abundant generation of high-dimensional data in larger volumes while measuring the water resource 
environment. This environment consists of large spatial areas with high resolution and high temporal data, where such collection needs 
to be summarized. In this paper, we develop a deep learning model to recognize the meaningful relationship between the objects in 
data during decision-making process. Appropriate extraction of meaningful relationship using deep learning reduces the redundant 
information that provides inter-variable relationships and characteristic patterns. The deep learning framework recognizes the patterns 
via clustering the data that provides better understanding of objects. The experimental results are conducted with various training 
options and parameter selection on the information extracted. The results of simulation shows that the proposed deep learning model 
achieves improved clustering than other methods.
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INTRODUCTION

Measurements of water resources, typically gathered at 
high time resolution in wide spatial regions, provide huge 
volumes of high-dimensional information that needs to be 
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structured and summarized to extract useful signals for 
decision-making (Choubin B et. al. (2017)). Appropriate data 
organization and summary will minimize the information 
accessible to a few of feature patterns and intervariable 
relations (narmatha et. al. (2017)).
Deep Learning (DL) is a sophisticated, artificial neural 
network for drawing patterns in multivariate large data 
sets and identifying clusters (Polomčić (2017), Jia (2018), 
Brentan (2018)). DL has an intuitive implementation, 
resistance to missing and noisy data, the capacity to 
integrate data into retail time and a simple visual overview 
of the system and intervariable interactions, making it very 
popular in water resources. Hydrologic variables can also 
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be investigated for physical, chemical, social or economic 
systems without requiring expert knowledge from each of 
the different fields, since the DL organizes data without 
a requirement to explicitly understand the complex 
underlying systems which could generate the data (Brentan 
(2018), Feng (2019).

In data collection and clustering the data items around these 
patterns, the dl extracts the most often available patterns 
and organises the findings into an intuitive and small-scale 
visualization or map (Hoover et. al. (2018). A large number 
of high-dimensional observations are displayed with a 
much smaller number of low-dimensional vectors that form 
centers for clusters of the original data (Wu (2021), Yang 
(2018)). This helps with the examination of the attributes of 
the data set by analyzing the ordered structure and members 
of the low-dimensional cluster (Cesario et. al. (2019).

The dl offers different advantages compared to other 
techniques for environmental data investigation. There is 
no need to provide the number of clusters contained in the 
information. The resultant clusters will be sorted in the 
output view, highlighting similarities and differences, which 
may be analyzed further if requested. dl creation does not 
require an explicit comprehension of a system that produces 
the data; analyses are performed based solely on the data 
given to the system; processes and relations are complicated 
and possibly indestructible (Malik (2020), lin (2020), Xing 
(2020), Fathi (2018), Fu (2017)).

Thus, the Convolutional neural network (Cnn) may 
be used to investigate large multidisciplinary or human-
environmental data sets in which it is difficult to specifically 
define intervariable connections. In this situation, it would 
be hard and time-consuming to create an extensive model 
for the mathematical system. The capacity to include fresh 
data after creating the function map, which provides an 
online, real-time data analysis tool that is beneficial in 
the processing of sensor data in real-time, is also a clear 
advantage of the dl (leitão (2019), Hu (2019), Yoon 
(2017), Ropero (2021), Predescu (2018)). The detection, 
clustering and data visualization of patterns reveals 
information which may not be observed in vast volumes 
of data otherwise. For each of these processes, other 
approaches exist independently, but the combination results 
in unique analytical capacities for the dls. For instance, 
clustering algorithms that are not coupled with reduced 
dimensions cannot be easily displayed and are hence 
comprehended and transmitted less quickly.

Although the use of Cnns for environmental applications 
is widespread and has increased, uncertainty exists in 
the Cnn technique owing to the two inherent competing 
objectives of the approximate data for the feature map 
nodes and the preservation of the topology of the dataset. 
This leads to difficulties in parameters as various options 
improve and perhaps hinder elements of the outcomes of 
Cnn. parameter selections affect the creation of Cnn 
outputs, with the usage of separate parameter sets coming 
from various maps.

The analyst should thus comprehend and understand the 
various parameter possibilities. A dependence on the 
default software parameters can lead to maps which are 
not of the most adequate size and form for a particular 
collection of data and may not fit the study's unique goals 
by smoothing and generalizing the level of the feature map 
output. Interpretation of information based on maps of this 
kind may disclose less data than might be discovered in 
connection with the distribution of each variable and the 
intervariable relationships in the data set. In the light of the 
proportional advantages of each alternative, analysts must 
make an educated choice between the choices.

In this paper, Cnn model is used to recognize the 
meaningful relationship between the objects in data 
during decision-making process. Appropriate extraction 
of meaningful relationship using deep learning reduces 
the redundant information that provides inter-variable 
relationships and characteristic patterns. The deep learning 
framework recognizes the patterns via clustering the data 
that provides better understanding of objects. 

2. Related Works: A system for the prioritization of a real-
time clustering system in a water distribution system has 
been suggested by predescu, A., et al (luo et. al. (2021)). 
For real-time situations that provide decision assistance 
for water distribution system management, data clustering 
methods have been updated. lu, s. et al. (Huang et. al. 
(2018)) proposes, in the context of bidding projects, to 
examine the topic of multi-target group decision-making 
using the mathematical clustering approach. Bidder 3 has 
finished with the selection of a score matrix and index weight 
vector of the third bidder involved as the contracting partner 
most appropriate for building the project. The results show 
that the above-mentioned technique is more reasonable and 
trustworthy, and thus the choice to evaluate the bid is more 
scientific. Huang, M., et al. (Azimi S et. al. (2019)) propose 
to mimic the nonlinearity of water quality parameters and 
water quality forecasts, with a forecast model based on a 
fluctuating water wavelet neural network. 

The number of fluffy rules was calculated by means of 
self-adjusted fluffy clustering. The network parameters 
were optimized with a hybrid learning method based on the 
genetic algorithm and the algorithm for gradient descent. 
Azimi, s. et al. (Villarin M. C. et. al. (2019)) helped 
evaluate declines in possible drinking water quality in the 
GIS context with the use of artificial neural networks and 
improved fuzzy clustering algorithms. The likelihood that 
the water quality of drinking water will alter adversely each 
year is assessed in this research. The model has been tested 
using genuine examples from the south east Aquifers, 
the Central IrAn areas, and, in particular, the important 
portions of the east Aquifers.

In order to improve resolution and statistical power, Villarín, 
M.C. (luo et. al. (2021)) has investigated water usage at the 
micro-scale level. Fifteen predictor variables were originally 
investigated, including sociodemographical factors and 
buildings. The average cadastral value and the number of 
inhabitants per home were shown as a preliminary category, 
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followed by an extensive, multivariate, linear regression 
analysis. other critical elements include, for example, 
building height and residential density.A space study also 
showed that the use of water in the city center is a gradient, 
from higher values to lower peripheral values. luo, d. et 
al. (sumathy et. al. (2021)) developed a model of clustering 
the effects of grey clouds in order to evaluate the level of 
drought. The degree of gray impact between each index and 
ideal index is used for determining the index weight and, 
combined with the subjective mass, provides the full weight; 
the traditional feature of option is converted into a grey 
cloud feature using the maximum deviation and maximum 
entry principle which fully reflects the coexistence of 
several decisions.

3. Proposed Methodology: In this section, we discuss the 
modified convolutional neural network for the purpose 
of clustering the water resource image datasets with the 
application of preprocessing which is shown in Fig 1.

which permits a greater link between two units when both 
units function simultaneously. The Hebbian rule is:

 (1)

Where
wijis the link weight between units 
aj(t)is the activation function.
tjis the learning input
oi- output for the preceding unit 
g(…)- unit activation function
h(…)- current link weight function.

Two forms of training exercise occur when weight is 
updated. online learning applies changes to the network 
after each training pattern. Offline or combat learning 
collects weight changes in all patterns in the workout file 
and all modifications are applied via the workout pattern 
file after a complete cycle.

Backpropagation learning: For the arbitrary error function 
e, the essential concept of the Bpnn employs a chain rule 
in determining the weight of each weight:

    (2)

Where
wij- weight between the layers.
ai- activation function.
neti- weighted neurons.

once the partial derivative of each weight is understood, 
the error function may be minimized by a simple gradient 
descendant:

    (3)

Where 
η - learning rate. 

For the performance and time of the network integration, 
the user picks the parameter of the learning rate that can be 
inferred from equation 6.4. For our experiments, the most 
frequent parameters are selected. A wide field of research 
is the investigation of advanced possibilities for neural 
network learning, which may thus be a focus of future 
testing. online training in back propagation is generally 
much quicker than batch training, especially for large 
training groups with similar instances. The back propagation 
and updating workouts are strongly dependent on the correct 
selection of the parameter β after every model introduction. 
The rear propagation weight upgrade law, often known as 
the delta rule:

Figure 1: Convolutional Neural Network

Pre-processing: naturally, environmental variables 
are made up of many measuring scales and data kinds. 
standardization of the input data matrix columns before map 
training guarantees that variables with larger magnitudes 
or variances don't overlap with less dissimilar, smaller-
magnitude, or unit-based variables. This equates roughly 
to each variable's contribution to the outcome. With regard 
to the preliminary procedure, risks lead to the major axis 
of the feature map being aligned with the larger variable, 
resulting in a feature map that represents this variable 
predominantly.
Common preprocessing processes include input matrix 
transformations which equal the variances or minimum and 
maximum of each dimension:

normalization of columns by scaling the variances • 
to 1.
A linear transformation equals each variable's minimum • 
and maximum.

Another technique, while much less frequent, is to 
independently scale the difference between all variables 
to represent their perceived relative importance. The 
logarithmic modifications of highly skewed variable 
distributions may be useful.

Clustering: The work is aimed at clustering water resource 
images using Cnn, in order to provide optimal compliance 
with devices by adjusting the weights of the connections. 
This modification is based mostly on the Hebbian rule, 
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Where 
δj- error of unit j.
oi- preceding output.
tj- teaching input j.
i- predecessor index to unit j with wij
j - unit index.
k - successor index with weight wjk

Learning Algorithm: Bpnn is a system of local adaptive 
learning which offers supervised batch study in Mlp. The 
choice of an educational rate for the back-propagation 
algorithm in equation 4 with a derivative scale impacts 
the time to reach convergence. Instead, a high education 
rate can cause a wobble that prevents an error from falling 
beneath its value. Too many steps are needed to find a 
suitable answer, when it is set too small. The assumption 
is that the detrimental influence of the partial derivative 
size on weight will be eradicated. Consequently, only the 
derivative's symbol is the road to weight update. The weight 
shift scale  is uniquely computed.

The fundamental concept of the update conducted using 
the rprop method to make it more acceptable was more 
information on the topology of the error function. during 
the learning process, each update value is based on the 

e-error function. The second phase of rprop ( )t
ij∆  is therefore 

to be assessed on the basis of the following adjustment 
process:

     (7)

The weight update is also largely based on the size and 
influence of the partial extracts on the entire network. 
By altering their weight update value directly based on 
a component derivative sign alone, without respect to its 
dimensions, rprop prevents this issue. rprop employs the 
'batch learning' or 'learning by epoch' theory when it attempts 

to adapt the mechanism to the topology of the erroneous 
function. This means that weight updating and adaptation 
influence the gradient knowledge of the complete design 
collection. When this is suited to the learning process, it 
is very easy to select that value. To prevent weights from 
becoming too large, the maximum phase computed by 
the update value size is decreased. Convergence in this 
parameter is generally rather indifferent. However, certain 
issues only lead to very cautious intervention in order to 
prevent the algorithm from sticking to local minima.

Objective function: It is vital to know why Cnn 
parameters are particularly hard before you begin to 
explore how parameters are selected. objective functions 
are usually optimized in the parameter selection phase of 
the model construction to support the decision, given the 
ability to quantify the optimality of a set of parameters. 
It has nevertheless been demonstrated that there is no 
objective function of the Cnn training process which is 
perfectly optimized. In a single mathematical statement, 
the Cnn training technique is impossible to quantify but 
rather follows the gradient descent of a distinct set of energy 
functions for each node. Therefore, parameters should be 
chosen using alternative techniques, as mentioned below, 
such as quality measurements used on maps generated with 
various combinations of parameters.

only by combining all weighted activations  ( ) 1 / (1 )x
actf x e−= +  

and then shutting down the result can this function determine 
the network input. The new activation time (t+1) is within 
the range [0.1]. The jth unit threshold is the vector.
The Cnn input is calculated as follows:

   (8)

 

 (9)

4. Performance Evaluation: This section provides the 
results of clustering between the proposed Cnn and 
conventional deep learning models that includes recurrent 
neural network (rnn), Multi layered perceptron (Mlp), 
deep Belief network (dBn) and self-organizing map 
(soM). The evaluation is conducted on a 2d dataset namely 
m environment Canada’s HYdAT database that aims to 
cluster the river basins. The proposed model is compared 
with existing methods in terms of various metrics that 
includes accuracy, variance, cohesion, recall and precision 
and recall rate.

Cohesion: relates the closeness of the data in the cluster, 
which are related to each other clusters. The cohesion 
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between each cluster as:

  (10)

Where, 
m,n is regarded as the cluster data point, 
K is regarded as the cluster data point, 
Cmn is regarded as the data points distances.

Variance: show the separation of clusters, which is given 
by

    (11)

Where,
pi  - cluster cohesion value, 
Cmn - data points distance, 
K - data points in the clusters. 

Precision is defined as a fraction of relevant retrieved 
datasets or positive predictive value. This is determined 
in terms of retrieval of true positive (Tp) values and false 
positive (Fp), which is given as:

precision= Tp/ (Tp + Fp)

Recall: is defined as the fraction of TP and the sum of 
retrieval Tp and false positive (Fp), which is given as:

recall=Tp/ (Tp + Fp)

than other methods. Table 4 shows the results of precision 
between the proposed and existing methods. The results of 
simulation shows that the proposed Cnn obtains improved 
rate of precision than other methods. Table 5 shows 
the results of recall between the proposed and existing 
methods. The results of simulation shows that the proposed 
Cnn obtains improved rate of recall than other methods.

Clustering Algorithm Accuracy

Modified CNN 0.871368
CNN 0.84166
RNN 0.76488
Mlp 0.5952
dBn 0.69352
SOM 0.6808

Table 1. Accuracy rate

Table 1 shows the results of accuracy rate between the 
proposed and existing methods. The results of simulation 
shows that the proposed Cnn obtains improved rate of 
accuracy than other methods. Table 2 shows the results of 
Cohesion rate between the proposed and existing methods. 
The results of simulation shows that the proposed Cnn 
obtains improved rate of cohesion rate than other methods. 
Table 3 shows the results of variance between the proposed 
and existing methods. The results of simulation shows 
that the proposed Cnn obtains improved rate of variance 

Clustering Algorithm Cohesion

Modified CNN 0.8345
CNN 0.80924
RNN 0.78618
MLP 0.76878
DBN 0.75258
soM 0.7403

Table 2. Cohesion rate 

Clustering Algorithm Variance

Modified CNN 0.75078
CNN 0.724798
rnn 0.7132
Mlp 0.70304
DBN 0.69182
SOM 0.66864

Table 3. Variance 

Clustering Algorithm Precision

Modified CNN 0.77522
Cnn 0.75756
rnn 0.7402
Mlp 0.73372
dBn 0.72576
soM 0.71562

Table 4. Precision

Clustering Algorithm Recall

Modified CNN 0.80686
Cnn 0.79276
rnn 0.77976
MLP 0.76868
dBn 0.75332
SOM 0.741928

Table 5. Recall
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In order for time changes in data sets to be indicated by 
the Cnn visualizing processes, any one of the following 
techniques may be used to indicate: A Cnn is trained by 
all the available data input, and changes in the mapping of 
data over time for each node are shown by time trends in the 
structure. The best matched map node for self-organizing 
feature-mapping is accessible based on available data item 
variables and the value of the missing variable adopted 
from the node vector to utilize CNNs for infilling missing 
data. For prediction, comparable value-added methods 
are employed based on proven intervariable relations. A 
collection of readily anticipated variables and then the 
unknown value of the variable adopted on the node vectors 
is the best matching map node. The integration of the new 
data into the trained and clustered feature map demonstrates 
how it is based on relations and clusters with existing data 
items. It is placed in the clusters and compared with the 
other members of the clusters.

CONCLUSION

Cnns have large applications and numerous features that 
make them particularly suitable for data on water resources. 
When used intelligently, additional data about the linkages 
of the underlying systems will be revealed. Water resource 
engineers and scientists want to use Cnns to investigate 
high-dimensional non-linear data sets because they are a 
known available resource. This article helps researchers 
to develop and interpret a Cnn appropriate for a given 
dataset, to provide a guide for understanding the important 
parameter selections and to interpret the CNN findings 
for exploratory data analysis. Improving each particular 
application of the Cnn will lead to a better understanding 
of the intervariables of water resource systems.
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